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Swamp Records
Showcase Branding
I had the amazing opportunity to
work alongside a driven group of
students to put together Swamp
Showcase, central Florida’s
preeminent local music festival.
As the Design Director for
Showcase, and was tasked with
developing a funky and modern
brand image, which could be
iterated upon, again and again,
to great lengths in making
promotional materials.
The final brand, consisting of
extensive photo and color editing,
references refracting prisms and
tie-dye crystal-like patterns. I
wanted the brand to highlight the
energy, passion, and individuality
in all of the artists we featured
in Florida’s local music scene.
Ultimately, this project ended up
being one of the largest-scope
projects I have ever had the
pleasure of being involved in. This
challenged the brand imagery to
stay consistent yet exciting across
several dozen unique design
pieces that would be distributed
both digitally and via print to
hundreds of viewers.

Graphic Novelists
Book Series Covers

The focus of these book covers is to inform the reader that the novels they are looking at are not graphic novels. These
books are about deconstructing the work of the authors in question and exploring what makes their work so important.
The layout is divided by thick black bars, referencing the panel divisions in a comic book. I used famous artworks of the
featured authors as key inspiration. For example, the names of the authors are rendered in the same style as their most
famous characters’ names, and the cover features a minimalist piece of vector art of that iconic character. The backgrounds
also feature some panels penned by the authors themselves.

Yamato Sushi Bar and
Steakhouse Menu
In the US, we are too lax about
how we treat international cultures,
despite how highly we praise
diversity.
My chief goals were elevating the
Japanese cultural aspects of the
Yamato brand. Specifically, this
meant paying closer attention to
the handling and usage of the
japanese language.
The design features minimalist
typography, including custom
made japanese characters.
The menu thus becomes an
ambassador of sorts. The menu
presents the cultural experience
of Japanese cuisine with the
appropriate amount of pride,
precision, and respect it deserves.

Meshuggah
“Maelstrom”
Album Cover &
Website Mockup

Swedish-based metal artists Meshuggah are known for their complex musical structure and dark poetic themes, despite
being written off as a bunch of Scandinavian headbangers. This album art needed to convey ferocity and complexity at the
same time. The nature of Meshuggah’s music often touches upon forces of nature, the cosmos, and altered states of mind.
I brought these ides together visually using photo manipulation to stitch together an impossibly large super storm, over an
open, infinite ocean. In addition, the repeated vector geometry draws parallels to the complex mathematical structure of
Meshuggah’s music.

Praelitor
Branding and
Catalog Design

This catalog design and branding project seeks to present a new take on boxing and combat sports. Praelitor as a brand
is refined, stately, and driven. These brand characteristics are evident in the product offerings, vis a vis the incredible
workmanship, customization, and top of line quality offered.
The black and white, grained photos simultaneously elevate the catalog with stories of hard work and dedication, whilst
connecting the reader to real combat athletes, helping the brand feel realized and down-to earth. My typographic and icon
choices are reserved and crisp, while using thick, crisp sans-serif and geometric typefaces to exude modernity and class.

South Lake Stage
Branding and Event
Promotion Design

Collaboration and improv are oft-misunderstood pillars of the performing arts. This brand development project consists
of creating a conceptual identity for the fictional Texas-based theater, South Lake Stage. I chose to emphasize the benefits
and unique, ephemeral nature of improv performance.
I chose to use photo manipulation and imagery of blending smoke, powder and ink to create visual metaphors to the
dynamic and fleeting nature of improv. The logo itself is a visual reference to the contained chaos and natural rippleeffect improv actors have on one another.

Zenith App
& UI Design
In one of my favorite designproblem solving, I was tasked
with re-imagining how people
approach their cities and social
lives through an app design.
One of my initial inspirations for
this app concept was my own app
usage habits. Often, I will idly swap
between the same 2 or 3 apps on
my phone, hungry for new content
and updates.
The app is designed to take
advantage of your various social
media outlets, and consolidate
their various data points into one
platform. A core design concept
of this app is the functionality of
using your city’s color palette as
the app’s interface accent colors,
informing the viewer that the app’s
function is specifically tied to their
current city.

Dunkin’ Brands
Annual Report

Corporate communications are often far too bland and strict. Dunkin’ brands brings a unique character and aesthetic to the
coffee and ice cream industry. I sought to bring the same sense of color and fun that Dunkin’ Donuts and Baskin-Robbins brings
to their customers to the Dunkin’ Brands annual report.
The report uses careful pairing of the Dunkin’ Brands logotype with geometric, wide-leaded type to convey corporate
information in a palatable and fun tone. I also utilized flat vector illustration to give the vibrant colors of the company a chance to
shine, and bring even more life and energy to the report.

Gunner
Technology
Company Info
Booklet

This booklet was comissioned by Gunner Technology. The software company sought a printed solution for delivering their
agency’s story, skills, and process to potential customers. To meet this need, I was tasked with making many creative choices by
combining Gunner’s preexisting visual brand with new innovation on my part to develop the look of the booklet a bit further.
The booklet’s typography, layout, and icons are all geared towards striking a balance between modernity, efficiency,
profesionalism, and accessibility to many different kinds of readers. This also involved a lengthy copy development period, where I
captured Gunner’s core spirit in text, without using too much software jargon that would go over the heads of many clients.
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